Presurgical Evaluation and Epilepsy Surgery in MRI Negative Resistant Epilepsy of Childhood with Good Outcome
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ABSTRACT

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-negative epilepsy may be successfully solved with a multidisciplinary approach using invasive recordings, image and signal analysis. The whole methodology used by the epilepsy surgery team is systematically described based on a resistant epilepsy case with all steps and rationale of choosing different investigation methods from surface electroencephalography (EEG) to invasive recordings. Due to negative MRI and non-concordant ictal surface EEG with clinical semiology, the patient was investigated with stereo-EEG (SEEG), aiming to delimitate epileptogenic and eloquent cerebral areas. Implantation strategy, seizures recordings, stimulation, resection planning using quantitative EEG analysis, and the surgery plan are presented. The patient has been seizure-free for 14 months so far, with improved behavior and daily life quality. Post-operative examination revealed focal cortical dysplasia type II B.
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INTRODUCTION

Epilepsy affects 0.6% of the world population. 30-40% of patients are resistant to antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) (14) and about 30% of them are potential candidates for epilepsy surgery (4). For the Romanian population, 0.6% (129000 persons) have active epilepsy (10), with 38700 patients resistant to AEDs and 12900 potential candidates for epilepsy surgery. Big differences exist in clinical practice between regions of the world, with a few developing countries having viable epilepsy surgery programs (8, 11). Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-negative epilepsy cases are recently being operated using invasive presurgical evaluation techniques (3). We present the protocol used by our multidisciplinary team.

To watch the surgical videoclip, please visit http://turkishneurosurgery.org.tr/images/12093_video.mp4
for investigation of MRI-negative cases exemplified on a AEDs resistant case with focal cortical dysplasia (FCD), associated with negative MRI (at 1.5T investigation) and with non-concordant surface ictal electroencephalography (EEG) with the clinical onset, as cited in the literature (13). Intracranial systematic exploration, based on previous non-invasive presurgical investigation, allowed an accurate delineation of the epileptogenic area and eloquent cortex using both classical methods and quantitative EEG analysis used to create topographic activity maps, leading to successful surgery outcome (seizure freedom and lack of neurological deficits).

**CASE REPORT**

A 17-year-old right-handed female patient with resistant epilepsy with onset at age 4 years is presented. Her personal and family history was unremarkable concerning development, epilepsy/febrile seizures or epilepsy etiology. She had a normal intellect and neurological examination.

**Seizures and treatment.** Her seizures, unchanged over time, occurred in clusters mostly during sleep, with bilateral tonic-asymmetric posture, followed by right body clonic movements, head version towards right, drooling, duration under 1 minute, postictal aphasia of short duration (2-5 minutes), no postictal motor deficit. Some seizures were preceded right arm tingling/paresis. Semiological analysis pointed to frontal supplementary sensorimotor area (SSMA) for the motor pattern, but a sensitive sensation preceding right arm tingling/paresis. Semiological analysis pointed to frontal supplementary sensorimotor area (SSMA) for the motor pattern, but a sensitive sensation preceding right arm tingling/paresis. Semiological analysis pointed to frontal supplementary sensorimotor area (SSMA) for the motor pattern, but a sensitive sensation preceding right arm tingling/paresis. Semiological analysis pointed to frontal supplementary sensorimotor area (SSMA) for the motor pattern, but a sensitive sensation preceding right arm tingling/paresis.

The onset of some seizures with the aura described above, suggesting possible more posterior (parietal) ictal onset; interictal epileptiform activity visible also in left posterior areas. The aim of SEEG was to clearly indicate the limits of surgical resection by delineating with higher accuracy the epileptogenic zone, and the eloquent cortex to be preserved during surgery.

**Psychological evaluation.** Two cognitive evaluations at 14 and 16 years of age were performed showing normal levels for age (IQ 85). No complex neurocognitive presurgical evaluation was possible, because of severe behavioral changes, aggressiveness and lack of cooperation as a result of around 40 seizures/day.

**Implantation strategy.** Used data offered by semiology and the standard surface video-EEG recordings (concordant clinical, interictal and ictal information). Premotor and postcentral territories may be associated with both tonic asymmetric motor pattern and also with the described aura. Left side lateralization was decided based on postictal aphasia and non-invasive interictal and early ictal EEG changes over the left (dominant) hemisphere. These areas were implanted with depth electrodes and explored systematically according to the principles of the SEEG methods (12). Ethical hospital approval and patient informed consent were obtained.

We used 0.8 mm diameter electrodes with 8-18 contacts (Dixi Microtechnologies, Besançon, France) exploring both superficial and deep situated structures in a 3D approach (12). Dorsolateral and mesial territories were targeted with electrodes placed in superior, medium, and inferior frontal gyri, cingulate gyrus (Figure 2A-D). Dorsolateral perisylvian electrodes reached insula through their internal contacts. Orthogonal electrodes in the hand area in the motor cortex and inferior parietal lobule also explored the mesial fronto-parietal territories (supplementary sensory-motor area, paracentral lobule, postcentral internal parietal cortex). Parasagittal territories were sampled with an oblique approach using electrodes that targeted the cingulate gyrus with the internal contacts (anterior, medium and posterior).

The entire surgical planning and stereotactic coordinates were obtained using Waypoint Navigator (FHC Inc, Bowdoin, ME) software.

**Implantation.** The implantation was performed in the Functional Neurosurgery Department. The implantation protocol included: 1. Planning the electrodes trajectories according to the initial hypothesis, using the neuronavigation software, based on conventional MRI, several days before the implantation. 2. A contrast-enhanced MRI, T1 weighted with thin cuts (1 mm) was performed to visualize vascular network and co-registered with the structural MRI in the...
Figure 1: A, B) Interictal noninvasive EEG. Slow background in the theta-delta range, left more than right; interictal spikes, sharp-waves over the anterior Frontal lines, maximum F3-C3; C, D, E, F ictal EEG) frontal bilateral electodecrement, left more than right; followed by fast rhythms left frontal and muscle artifact over the right lines corresponding to the tonic asymmetric posturing and right version of the head (C); Fp1-F3 and Fp1-F7 2,5 Hz built-up rhythm (growing amplitude), also visualized in the right frontal lines with a smaller amplitude (Fp2-F4, Fp2 – F8) corresponding to bilateral tonic asymmetric posturing (D); high amplitude rhythmic movement artifacts (due to right limbs clonic movements (D, E); to the end of the seizure – bilateral muscle artifact over the temporal lines (C, D); postictal slowing over the left frontal lines (F).
neuronavigation software. A digital angiographic image (MRA) was obtained by digitally filtering the contrast-enhanced MRI using a Frangi vesselness filter (6). A surface reconstruction of the vasculature was represented, along with the electrode trajectories (Figure 3A). A safety index that quantifies the proximity of the blood vessels along the trajectory (Figure 3B) was calculated. 3. Electrode trajectories were adjusted for maximizing the vascular safety index. 4. Preoperatively, a Leksell stereotactic frame was positioned on the patient’s head, followed by a CT scan, used for frame registration. 5. 2 mm diameter burr holes were percutaneously drilled in the skull and the dura mater was punctured using an

Figure 2: Left hemisphere implantation scheme covering premotor, motor and parietal cortex both dorsolateral and mesial and resection planning: A) T2 coronal view; B) T2 sagittal view; C) T2 axial view; (for a., b., c.: trajectories of the electrodes=green; electrode H=purple); D) 3D view of the implanted electrodes (for d.: green=contacts stimulated/recorded during the SEEG investigation; green surrounded by purple – dysplastic gyrus).

Figure 3: A) 3D reconstruction of the vascular network obtained by digitally filtering the contrast-enhanced MRI and electrodes trajectories (view aligned with H electrode trajectory); B) Safety index for H trajectory. Dashed lines indicate the position of the target and entry point. The peak at 53 mm from target corresponds to a blood vessel on the scalp.
electrocoagulation electrode. Anchor bolts were placed in the burr-holes and an electrode path was created in the brain tissue using a rigid stylet. Electrodes were inserted and tightly secured to the anchor bolt with caps, to avoid cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leakage and electrodes movements. 6. A post-implantation computed tomography (CT) scan was performed to confirm electrode positioning and to check for possible implantation complications. 7. The actual stereotactic coordinates of the electrodes were determined in the neuronavigation software, by co-registering the post-implantation CT scan with the pre-implantation MRI (Figure 6A). The electrodes were checked using short EEG recordings. Finally 11 electrodes (128 recording contacts) were implanted.

**Invasive recording procedure.** The invasive recordings of spontaneous interictal activity and habitual seizures were performed in the Epilepsy Monitoring Unit for 10 days using a 64-channel EEG Wireless Amplifier, (4096 Hz sampling frequency, no filtering). The reference was located in the white matter. The contacts located in the white matter or non-informative were excluded. 64 contacts were recorded in the final montage (see also Supplementary material).

![Figure 4: A] Interictal SEEG: bursts of spiking mixed with slowing during light sleep period in electrode H (contacts 6-12); B] Interictal electrical activity – H electrode. Continuous spiking over lines 6-12, exploring the premotor cortex, suggest a focal cortical dysplasia type II. Contact 6, sampling the bottom sulcus F2-F3 displays the most pathologic activity. SSMA = supplementary sensorimotor area.
Interictal SEEG. A clearly pathological activity was recorded over the external contacts of electrode H exploring the inferior frontal sulcus in the premotor cortex (Figures 2A-D; 4A, B). The normal background rhythms were replaced by moderate amplitude continuous spiking, with a maximum in the contacts exploring the sulcus' bottom raising suspicion of FCD (Figure 4B). During sleep runs of rapid spiking alternating with slowing were registered in this area. Similar spiking spread in remote areas, noncontiguous with the mesial frontal and parasagittal parietal territories.

Ictal SEEG recording. 18 short seizures (20-30 seconds) with stereotyped semiology, identical to those recorded during scalp video-monitoring sessions, were recorded. SEEG ictal episodes were preceded by increasing spiking frequency evolving into a low voltage fast activity with maximum tonicity in the electrode exploring dorsolateral premotor cortex. The network involved in seizure propagation activated SSMA, lateral and mesial motor cortex, and parasagittal parietal areas (Figure 5). Anterior cingulate, opercular, and mesial parietal areas were spared. Early postictal period showed high frequency bursts followed by suppression over the whole epileptogenic network. This EEG aspect suggested a FCD type II in the area of electrode H contacts 06-12.

Electrical signal analysis was performed at the University’s Physics Department. Bi-dimensional maps of EEG amplitude (aEEG) in frequency of interest (FOI) bands were obtained based on contacts’ stereotactic coordinates. The aEEG map of gamma frequencies points to the H electrode at seizure onset (Figure 7A-C, Supplementary material).

Electrical stimulation. Stimulation of the implanted structures was performed, aiming the study of the epileptogenic network, delineation of the eloquent cortex or inducing habitual seizures (5). Electrical stimuli (1Hz, 3ms and 50Hz, 1ms rectangular biphasic pulses) were applied to adjacent contacts, using a programmable stimulator (Guideline LP+, FHC Inc). The range of current intensity varied from 0.5 to 3 mA, depending on the stimulated cortical area and on the evoked response. The low frequency protocol resulted in activation of the motor cortex and of the areas responsible for clonic movements of the contralateral hand and proximal part of the lower limb. The high frequency protocol elicited dizziness similar to the auras while stimulating contacts on the external part of the electrode exploring the dysplastic cortex with 1mA current intensity; a full blown seizure was induced at 2 mA stimulation over the contacts recording from the inferior frontal sulcus (contacts H6-H7). External contacts of the same electrode were also stimulated while patient performed language tasks (loud counting, reading, object naming) and paraphasic speech was obtained, but no clear cut speech arrest. After 10 days of recordings and stimulations, the electrodes have been removed under local anesthesia. No complications occurred during or after the electrode implantation or removal.

Resection planning was based on non-invasive and invasive evaluation data, neuropsychology and patient’s expectations. Critical information came from interictal depth recording showing epileptiform activity over the external contacts of H electrode as well as the seizure onset in the same region. Because no electrodes were placed in front and below this area (Broca area), it was decided a resection entirely limited to the borders of the explored pathologic area.

Surgery for focus removal was performed one month after the implantation. Patient refused surgery while awake (allowing additional intraoperative language and motor cortex and tracts mapping). Surgery was performed under general anesthesia with intraoperative mapping for motor function (evoked potentials) and stereotactic localization of the resection area. A 30 mm diameter cortectomy was performed in the dorsolateral premotor cortex, with no surgical complications (Figure 6B). The entire area of abnormal (gelatinous) macroscopic tissue was removed. The patient did not have postsurgical deficit and recovered completely.

During the 5 days after surgery, patient experienced several seizures while awake or in sleep. Medication was maintained (Lacosamide 200mg/day) and seizures stopped completely ever since. She is now in the 14th month seizure free. EEG normalized.
**Figure 6:** A) Presurgical MRI; B) Post-surgical MRI.

**Figure 7:** Spatial map of aEEG highlighting the seizure onset zone A) Raw traces of depth EEG recordings; B) Raw aEEG topographic map created using actual stereotactic coordinates of electrodes contacts; C) Gamma aEEG map.
DISCUSSION
This was a difficult frontal epilepsy case in which SEEG clearly solved the preoperative dilemmas concerning seizures onset zone. Retrospective analysis of the SEEG was concordant with the frontal seizure onset zone, but clinical signs at onset (sensitive symptoms at the onset of some seizures) raised doubts, suggesting parietal onset. These clinical signs were most probably due to rapid propagation of excitation to areas surrounding the dysplastic lesion using normal or pathological pathways (5).

Despite the fact that FCD was situated near eloquent cortex, SEEG method was highly accurate in delineating the resection area, preventing post-operative deficits.

The intracranial interictal electrical activity is typical for FCD type II b, recognized as a common cause of drug resistant epilepsy in pediatric population and commonly overlooked at routine inspection of MRI images, being considered MRI negative (2, 5).

An important limitation was related to the eccentric position of the electrode H in relation with the whole implantation scheme, without any sampling in front and below this area especially related to Broca’s area in the inferior frontal gyrus tangential to the electrode H. 1.5T MRI and use of the classical epilepsy protocol may not be enough for FCDs detection, as already described in the literature (15).

Several seizures occurred in the next days after surgery, than completely stopped. This may suggest that either only the seizure onset zone was removed, but the whole epileptic network remained active for a short time, or a part of the dysplastic cortex remained in place. In the last circumstance, new aberrant synapses may lead to new seizures in time. The EEG aspect recorded both on surface and depth EEG resembles the electrophysiological behaviour similar to that of neurons in the thalamic reticular nucleus (Rt), aspect described in FCD type II (7).

CONCLUSION
This is a MRI-negative case of drug-resistant childhood epilepsy where SEEG method was invaluable in identifying the epileptogenic network and highly accurate in delineating the area to be resected, minimizing the risk of post-operative deficits. Advanced 3D image processing techniques have been used to optimize the placement of depth electrodes in compliance with the vascular and anatomical constraints.
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